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Magnetic materials generally construct magnetic domains in
external field H. These domain structures are changed with the field
changes ΔH accompanying the Barkhausen effects. These
phenomena are shown using Fe domain energy systems composed
of classical magnetic dipole moment interactions. The magnetization
curves are created with terraces and jumps, where the flux structure
changes produce the Barkhausen noise. The terraces indicate the
delays of the magnetization processes for the field H. These
numerical simulations are performed in Fe nano-scale regular lattice
systems of rods and belts, which directly show the evidences of
these basic phenomena.
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1. Introduction
Nano-scale magnets are variously proposed by a large number of processes using high
technologies, which show various structures and properties.1)-5) The strong coercivity Hc and
the high remanent magnetizations Br are observed in recent experiments of nano-scale
magnetizations. These results indicate new magnetic states and domain systems different
from the general concepts for bulk states. As for Fe metal of soft magnetic materials, the
nanowires of Fe produce the coercivity of Hc=450~600 Oe =4.0~4.8 ×104 A/m, which are
created in carbon nanotubes.1) Non-saturate magnetization curves are also observed at room
temperature in this system. Single domain Fe nanoparticle layers show the Hc=500 Oe :
μ0Hc=0.05 T, 2) where the atomic magnetic moment is observed as nbμB: nb=2.1 (nb and μB are
the atomic spin number and the Bohr magneton respectively). In the report of Fe: Al2O3
nano-composite films, the value of magnetization per Fe atom is observed as a function of the
Fe concentration from nb=1.4 to 2.2 in a field of 2 T at 10 K, where the coercivity is shown as
2Hc=500 Oe.3) The low values of nb=1.4 correspond to the slow saturation characteristics of
nanoparticle magnetizations.
Analytical performances of a computer simulation method based on the classical magnetic
dipole moment interactions are already confirmed in Refs. 6) and 7). The above experimental
data are quantitatively analyzed using this method in this paper. For the Fe nano-scale
systems, the almost same coercivities Hc=450~510 are obtained in our simulations. The
energy minimum states calculated using whole moment interactions in the system directly
show the domain structures and Barkhausen effects in Fe nano-scale BCC lattices. The
Barkhausen effects are produced in the magnetization curves composed of terraces ΔH and
jumps ΔM in the external field changes. These terraces and jumps are precisely obtained in
the computer simulations, which clearly explain the experimental data. However, these
simulations have not been correctly reported until now, because the calculations of the whole
system interactions require the large scale computing resources in these days.8)-11) These
calculations are impossible till 10 years ago in general circumstances, and finite temperature
simulations using a Monte Carlo method require the largest scale computer system in present.
The simulation processes and the details of the minimum domain energy states are
discussed in §2 for explaining the domain constructions. The magnetization energies are
equated in §2.1 based on the classical magnetic dipole moment interactions. The moment
energies of the parallel directions and the cross directions are calculated to find the energy
minimum state with shifting the positions around various length nano-rod domains in §2.2. In
§3, numerical simulations are performed using a nano-belt regular lattice of Fe. The domain
structures and the energy systems are concretely represented in §3.1~ §3.3. The B effects are
shown as the only domain structure transitions, which change flow out fluxes.
2. Magnetic Dipole Moment Interactions and Domain Energies
2.1 Magnetic dipole moment interactions
The B effects12)-17) and the domain structures18)-22) are investigated variously in various
materials. Most of these results could be explained by simulations of the domain energy
system composed of the atomic dipole moment interactions in the classical theory. The B-H
characteristics are calculated with long range interactions between these magnetic dipole
moments μi and μj localized at sites i and j respectively. The Bohr magneton
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becomes the element of these magnetic moments, where constants are μ0=4π×10-7 [N/A2],
e=1.602×10-19 [C], h=6.626×10-34 [J.s] and m =9.109×10-31 [kg]. The atomic magnetic
moment [J.m/A] [Wb.m] is replaced by the dipole moment with small distance vector δ [m]
and magnetic charges Δφ or Δψ [Wb] as
  δμμ BB 0
0 ,  iBbi n δμμ
0 , (1)
where nb is the effective number of spins in atoms. In a body center cubic lattice, dipole
moment directions distribute variously in thermal fluctuations, where these regular type
3directions are drawn as A, B and C in Fig. 1. Arbitrary dipole moment interactions of these are
shown in Fig. 2, where typical structures take parallel and cross moment directions in ground
states.
Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
Setting the distance vector dij=eijdij between the dipole moments at i and j sites, the moment
interaction energies are equated using the Taylor expansion of 2/1)(  d as
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Regular lattice Fe takes the BCC structure with the lattice constant a=2.86×10-10 [m] at low
temperature below 911 ℃ and have 2 atoms per a unit lattice. Now, the distance dij is
represented using coefficients cij and the lattice constant a as
ijij acd  . (3)
Setting ui to the normal vector of the moment vector μi at site i, the interaction energy Wf,ij are
represented between the moments μi and μj as like
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The position factors fij include 4 terms for two BCC lattice points. The structure energy Wf,j [J]
about the j-th dipole moment in a system becomes
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where the total counts take the summations i<j evaluating the half count of i, j. The diagonal
parts indicate the terms in unit lattices. The field-moment energies are equated in the linear
superposition theory as
Hμ  jjHW , ,  
j
jHW Hμ . (8)
The atomic dipole moments μi in a domain make the magnetization field M [T] for the
moment μj as like
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Thus, in external field H [H/m] by current I [A], the total domain energy W is equated as like
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where the magnetization field M is composed of the magnetic dipole moment arrays. Here, it
becomes the important key point that the factor f depends on the shape of the system in
nano-scale. The magnetization Mz in the field Hz is estimated as the z component of the total
dipole moments:

j
zjzM )( μ . (11)
The lowest energy state calculated in (10) constructs the domains composed of the same
dipole moment clusters as in Fig. 3, where the domains make a looped flux structure in an
aria. In Fe systems, the domains in a common flux loop aria produce the square loop structure
as the energy minimum state. These looped domains close the fluxes inside the magnet body.
The break downs of these or transitions to another looped structures produce the flow out
fluxes as the B effect with the external field change ΔH. These energy systems of the dipole
moment interactions are analyzed in following sections.
Fig. 3.
2.2 Energy factors between two lattice points
As for Fe, the atomic spin states exist as the classical magnetic dipole moments in the
quantum eigen-states. This fact has not been proved, nevertheless the calculated results show
the good agreement with the experimental data.1)-5) Eqs. (1)-(11) represent the interaction
energy system caused by the Bohr magneton, and the magnetization energies are equated
using these classical dipole moment interactions. Although domain energies using the
classical theory have been discussed from nearly 50 years ago, very few concrete works are
reported under a few computational abilities.8)-10) In some magnetism, local spins interact
through electrons in a conduction band, which do not behave as simple dipole moments. In
such case, the magnetizations are investigated with different approaches such as the Stoner
model as s-d coupling orbitals states.24)
Here, the stable energy states are estimated using eqs. (1)-(10) in a BCC lattice. The unit
vector ui and the body center position vector si are set as
kji iziyixi uuu u , (12)
)/2( kji  ais . (13)
According to eq. (2) and setting s=1/2, the position vectors

r are defined for 4 atoms Ai, ai
and Bj, bj as aA, and bB, at i and j lattice points;
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5The atomic dipole moment takes energy states for each direction around some directed
domain structure. These energy calculations are very important to know the mechanism of the
domain structure constructions. In this paper, two typical energy states of parallel and cross
moment directions are calculated to find the lowest energy states briefly. In Fig. 2, the
restricted relations between parallel up and the cross uc dipole moments are equated using the
angle

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Energy structure factors fj in (7) of a magnetic dipole moment are calculated for nano-rod
type domains which center is set to the coordinate origin O. In these BCC lattice calculations,
the lowest energy of dipole-domain interactions appears in parallel or cross moment direction
according to the domain positions. These energy mechanisms are investigated using the
structure factors fj at various positions in next section, where only checks in X-positions are
introduced in Ref. 6). Practical energy values about one moment are determined by several
environment domains. These actual steady states are calculated in §3 as domain structuring
simulations using the 26 directions.
2.3 Parallel and cross dipole moment energy factors
Generally, the thermal fluctuations destroy the dipole moment fields. Thus, the systems are
assumed to be in low temperature in this section. The basic energy systems between the dipole
moments and the magnetic domains are calculated for clearing the domain structure
constructions. The energy factors fij in (7) are estimated between the moments at a lattice
point j(nk,nl,nm) and other points i(k, l, m) in rod type domains in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
Fig. 4.
Fig. 5.
The Ferro-stats are calculated on a X-coordinated direction as in Fig. 1-A as a ground state.
The factor f F is set to merely f. Now, we consider magnetizations in nano-rod type domains
directed to Z axis with sizes
N=(2nx+1)(2ny+1)(2nz+1), (19)
where nx, ny and nz are half size of the domain rods. For estimating the energy factors, the full
lattice points of i in these domains are counted by k, l and m for each sampling moment μj at
the position nk, nl and nm:
xkx nnkn  , yly nnln  , zmz nnmn  . (20)
In Fig. 6, the parallel moment energy factors f0// at the domain center are represented as the
typical structure. The parallel moment energy factors fj// traced on X axis and Z axis in Fig. 4
are represented in Fig. 7 Trace{I} and Trace {II} respectively. The cross moment energy
factors
jf traced on X axis and Y axis on the domain edge surface in Fig. 5 are represented
6in Fig. 8 Trace {III} and Trace {IV} respectively.
Fig. 6.
Fig. 7.
The important results of the parallel moment energy factors fj// in rod type domains are
clarified as follows. ○1 The moments in short domains are quite unstable with large + values
as like at nz=5 for nx=ny > 6 in Fig. 6. ○2 The middle part moments in long domains are stable
as like at nz=20 for nx=ny < 11 in Fig. 6. ○3 The sign of near the side edges becomes – in long
domains, and this sign changes drastically to + at the edge points ( 1 xx nn ) as shown in
Fig. 7 (c) and (d). This means that the adjacent domains at sides become stable with
anti-parallel moments. ○4 The + sign appears near the cross section edges, and the sign
changes drastically to – at the edge points ( 1 zz nn ) as in Fig. 7 (g) and (h). These results
mean that the docking of small domains produces stable state and increases continued long
domains.
Fig. 8.
The important results of the cross moment energy factors
jf on the edge surface in Fig. 8
are clarified as follows. ○5 In Fig. 8 Trace {III} (l); nk=-(nx+1), the factors take the energy
minimum values. This means that near the rod domain edges, adjacent domains become
stable with the cross moment and should be going to make the looped flux structures. ○6 All
of the cross moment factors have the – sign to be stable, which make the looped structure
domains.
In the previous work in Ref. 6), it is clarified that the energy factors of fij between magnetic
dipole moments fb and fc with the directions in Fig. 1 B and C become all smaller than fa of X,
Y and Z axis directions in Fig. 1 A. The energy factors of fb and fc with parallel and cross
moment directions produce the weaken values in oblique rod systems as like
2/)( kjPe , iCe ab ff 91.0 (21)
3/)( kji Pe , 2/)( j-iCe ac ff 82.0 . (22)
These decay factors in Fe are not so large compared with the energy factors of the domain
constructions. General domain structures depend on such easy magnetization axes, and show
quite different configurations according to these decay factors. Relations of the domain
structures and the easy axes are also complex in polycrystalline including grain boundaries.25)
3. Domain structure and the Barkhausen Effect
3.1 Magnetic dipole moment array
7We can directly simulate the Fe magnetizations in nano-scale regular lattice systems using
the energy equations in §2.1, where the magnetization characteristics nicely confirm with
experimental data in nano-scale materials.1)-5) Based on the energy constructions of the dipole
moments, the domain structures are analyzed precisely and visually in this section. The
simulations are performed in a nano-belt system under the 26 moment directions in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9.
Setting the values 11 e , 2/12 e and 3/13 e , the 26 directions are represented
using the marks as ‘>’: (e1,0,0), ‘+’: (0,e1,0), ‘1’: (0,0,e1), ‘-’: (-e1,0,0), ‘•’: (0,-e1,0), ‘W’:
(0,0,-e1), ‘g’: (e2,e2,0), ‘h’: (0,e2,e2), ‘^’: (e2,0,e2), ‘j’: (-e2,e2,0), ‘k’: (0,-e2,e2), ‘`’: (-e2,0,e2),
‘m’: (e2,-e2,0), ‘n’: (0,e2,-e2), ‘]’: (e2,0,-e2), ‘p’: (-e2,-e2,0), ‘q’: (0,-e2,-e2), ‘(’: (-e2,0,-e2), ‘s’:
(e3,e3,e3), ‘t’: (-e3,e3,e3), ‘u’: (e3,-e3,e3), ‘v’: (e3,e3,-e3), ‘w’: (-e3,-e3,e3), ‘x’: (-e3,e3,-e3), ‘y’:
(e3,-e3,-e3), ‘z’: (-e3,-e3,-e3). The main marks are shown in Fig. 9 (b). The energy minimum
states are calculated by means of these directed dipole moment interactions in a
NxNyNz=20×4×40 lattice system with nb=2.22. The obtained moment directions are drawn
using these marks to show the domain structures. The first step random array and the
annealed state in the initial trace curve at H=5×104 A/m are shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10.
The simulations are performed using following 4 processes. A: Random state start. At first,
the above 26 directions are randomly set for all sites. B: External field trace. In this paper, a
linear field trace is adapted using the values of integer k, Hm=1×105 A/m and K=100 as
K
kHH mk  , Kk 0 , KkK  , KkK  . (23)
In the precise calculations, the division is set to K=1250 and the concerned data are picked up
in the third trace. C: Cooling. Cooling is performed as almost 0 K using a direct energy cut off
method instead of a usual Monte Carlo method. This process is executed in X-Z plane traces
of sites j from the front surface to the back surface with taking the energy minimum state of
Wj in (10) under full summations of the other sites i. The energies are checked in 26 directions
and the minimum energy state is selected at every site. This process is contentiously
performed with tracing the X, Z and Y coordinate step by step. The summations of fij in (7) are
counted over full system moments. These processes are executed through n time iterations till
(Wj,n-Wj,n+1)/Wj,n < 10-4, where the converging process is performed with almost n~5 iterations
under n<40. D: Representation. The dipole moment directions are printed using the above 26
marks as the energy minimum structures, where the looped domain structures are observed
clearly. The dipole moment energies are represented using a density plot method with the
intensity from black of the minimum value to white of the maximum value.
In the cooling processes, there are important comments as follows. I: The Monte Carlo
8method based on the replacement with the Boltzmann factor probability is very slow for this
cooling. II: The temperature of the domain structures should be set based on averaged value
of gained energies from the grand state. This determination could not be performed with usual
methods, where the difficulty lurks in aberrance transitions of domains deviating from the
thermal equilibrium states. III: There is an important question that these domain transitions
how to include the quantum phenomena under absolutely quantized fluxes.
3.2 Magnetization curve and Barkhausen effect
The aria composed of a same dipole moment direction is called the domain, and such
magnetic domains construct looped flux structures through long range interactions. The
magnetization curves are obtained in the nano-belt system under linear external field trace of
Hm=1.0×105 A/m as in Fig. 11. The maximum magnetization Bm par atom is normalized to nb.
The magnetization curves confirm with the experimental data indicated in §1 as the coercivity
μ0Hc =0.0456 T, the remanent magnetization par atom Br=2.0.
Fig. 11.
The terraces ΔH and the jumps ΔM are observed in precise calculations of magnetization
curves. The sample at an aria A in Fig. 11 is drawn to show these B effects as in Fig. 12. This
precise curve is different from the coarse one because of a short calculation using a different
field trace. The terraces indicate that the domains do not break down at external field H till
some amount of added field ΔH, where the jumps of ΔM make the B noises. These are
observed as flux changes of Δφ flowed out from a magnet body and are transformed to
voltage mΔφ/Δt in a m turn coil.
Fig. 12
3.4 System energy, domain patterns and energy distributions
We can simulate the Fe regular-lattice magnetization in the nano-scale systems using Eq.
(10) under nice confirmations with the many experimental data1)-5) introduced in §1. The
simulations are performed in the nano-belt system shown in Fig. 9, where the magnetization
curves include big transitions as in Fig. 11. The B effects are certified with the precise
calculations of these curves including the terraces ΔH and the jumps ΔM shown in Fig. 12.
These jumps accompany the domain structure changes. In this paper, new treatments are
introduced for representing such domain changes using the dipole moment distributions
compared with the energy distributions.
The domain energy W is composed of two components as the field term WH=-M•H and the
structure term Wf=Eaf in (10). These energy structures in the 20×4×40 lattice point system are
drawn in Fig. 13 about (a) the field term, (b) the structure term and (c) the total energy. These
energies have the following characters in the field tracing. ○1 In decreasing field, these three
energies commonly change with linear lines. ○2 In increasing field, these energies change
9variously accompanying jumps. ○3 The field terms are weaker (larger) than the structure
terms about 3.5× 10-20 J. ○4 In the field terms, the increasing trace are larger than the
decreasing trace. ○5 In the structure terms, the increasing trace is smaller than the decreasing
trace. ○6 The field terms in increasing trace sometimes take plus energy values. ○7 In the
total energy, two increasing traces are cancelled each other without jumping arias. ○8 In low
fields, the total energy take large values, where the moments store miss much energy stresses.
Fig. 13.
The domain structures and the moment energy distributions are drawn in Fig. 14 (a) (b) and
(c), which are corresponded to figures at Ja , Jb and Hc points in Fig. 12 and ○ marks in Fig. 13 
(c) respectively. The upside figures show the domain structures using the marks in Fig. 9 (b).
Fig.14
The downside figures show the energy distributions of Wj in (10), where the darkness from
the black to the white show the values from -7.5× 10-24 to -2.5× 10-24 J. The domain structure
transitions are directly observed in the movements of the white arias representing the domain
walls. The figures (a) and (b) represent the drastic domain transitions as an avalanche in the
field change ΔH=159 A/m (2 Oe).
As for the experiments, these local domain structure changes are realistically observed in
permalloy thin-film microstructures,23) which correspond to drastic jumps in the
magnetization curves producing the giant B noise. These phenomena are observed in many
experimental data in various nano-scale magnets.
4. Summary
The magnetization mechanisms in Fe are directly represented by the numerical simulations
using the atomic magnetic dipole moment interactions under the classical theory. The energy
system in the magnetization processes is clearly shown using the magnetization curves, the
domain patterns, the energy curves of the dipole moments and these distribution patterns. The
Barkhausen effects in the regular lattices are clarified with the precise calculations of the
magnetization curves and with the domain break down structures.
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Figures
Fig. 1 Ferro magnetic moments in a BCC lattice. The dipole moment directions are mainly
divided to 3 types of A, B and C. The domain energies have the largest value in the type A.
Fig. 2. Two magnetic moment interactions in arbitrary directions. The dipole moments are
equated as  iBbi n δμμ 0 .
Fig. 3. Atomic dipole moments in an aria. A stable energy state aria makes a looped flux
structure. These flux structures are the bases of the domain constructions.
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Fig. 4. Dipole moment traces on the central axes. {I}: X axis, {II}: Z axis.
Fig. 5. Dipole moment traces on axes. {III}: X direction at l=0 and m=-nz-1, {IV}: Y
direction at k=-nx-1and m=-nz-1.
Fig. 6. A moment energy factor of a j lattice point at the domain center. Main phenomena
are included in this figure. It is directly shown that long rod domains are stable.
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Fig. 7. Energy factors of parallel dipole moments for domains tracing on X {I} and Z {II}
axes in Fig. 4.
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(b) At quarter point nk= -nx/2.
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Fig. 8. Energy factors of cross direction dipole moments for rod domains tracing on X {III}
(l=0,m=-nz-1) and Y {IV} (k=-nx-1, m=-nz-1) axes in Fig. 5.
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(j) At quarter point nk= -nx /2.
(m) At far from edge nk= -(nx+6).
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Fig. 9. Nano-scale system size and moment direction marks. (a) The system scale of Nx, Ny
and Nz lattice points and cut sheets in a orthorhombic system. (b) Main direction marks in
X-Z, X-Y and Y-Z planes.
Fig. 10. Nano-belt dipole moment arrays at y=2 in a NxNyNz=20×4×40 lattice point system
with nb=2.22. (a) The first random arrays. (b) The annealed moment arrays in the initial trace
curve at H=5×104 A/m and T<10 K.
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Fig. 11. Magnetization curve (Bm=nb) in a NxNyNz=20×4×40 lattice point system. The aria
A is precisely calculated and drawn in Fig. 12 to show the B effects.
Fig. 12. The terraces ΔH and the jumps ΔM of the B effects in the precise magnetization
curve at the aria A in Fig. 11. The coercivity becomes μ0Hc =0.0456 T.
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Fig. 13. System magnetization energies. (a) The variations of the moment-field energy: WH.
(b) The moment-structure energy: Wf. (c) The total energy: W. The energy curves are
corresponded to the magnetization curves in Fig. 11. The ○ marks in (c) indicate the Ja , Jb and
Hc points in Fig. 12 respectively.
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Fig.14. Domain structures (upside) and energy distributions of Wj (downside). The figures
of (a), (b) and (c) are corresponded to the Ja , Jb and Hc points in Fig. 12 and the ○ marks in
Fig. 13 (c) respectively. The numbers of (1)~(4) indicate the sheet positions in y-axis.
(a) Structures with μ0H=0.0183 T at the Ja point.
(1) (2) (3) (4)
(1) (2) (3) (4)
(1) (2) (3) (4)
(b) Structures with μ0H=0.0185 T at the Jb point.
(c) Structures with μ0H=0.0456 T at the Hc point.
